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Editorial 
There are probably as many engineering scale (3½”, 5” and 7¼”) 
layouts in this country as there are garden layouts or layouts in the 
garden. Nearly all the former are clubs which gives one clue why when 
compared to the UK or USA there are so few of the latter in South Africa. 
Building a reasonably sized layout in G scale, gauge 1 or even O gauge 
is an expensive and taxing undertaking for an individual. 
There are other reasons for this situation, e.g. online shopping has with 
only one exception I can think of – the Third Rail in Benoni, discouraged 
model railway retailers from stocking larger scale equipment. So it is not 
readily available as is the case in the UK and USA. Against this 
background the community is fortunate to have people like Mike Leppan 
in Cape Town and Murray Kyle in Westville who have not only built 
garden layouts but are prepared to share them with fellow modellers. 
Mike’s layout was featured in NSC Volume 8 no 5. This month it is the 
turn of Murray’s layout. 
But first some sad news: after 35 years, Kalembach Publishing is 
ceasing publication of Garden Railways as a separate magazine. Some 
compensation is that it would appear Model Railroader is to feature 
garden railway articles in future. 
Murray Kyle  
In terms of the setting and the quality of the build, Murray’s is a true 
garden layout which ranks with the best I have seen anywhere in the 
world. The garden in which it is located is steeply sloping which from an 
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operational point of view is challenging (particularly for steam engines if 
they are not radio controlled) but the visual effect is stunning.  
Murray is a builder by trade and accustomed to dealing with challenges 
posed by topography and it shows. In order to obtain insight to the 
railway this article is split into two parts. The first is written by Murray and 
covers the actual build and the second covers the result. 
Part 1 – the build. 
“I first got the idea to build a garden railway in 2010 after seeing a 
Gauge 1 model of the Flying Scotsman in a shop in Johannesburg. The 
size of the locomotive impressed me and the idea caught hold to build a 
mountain railroad one day. 
Initially I didn’t know anything about G Scale, gauge 1 or the like and I 
had to google who the different model manufacturers were. If anyone 
thought the discussion about gauge versus scale could be tricky with HO 
track then scales on 45mm track becomes even more tricky. Of course I 
made the mistake so many do when starting off in the hobby and 
coveted everything instead of choosing a theme or scale and sticking to 
it. I launched into American narrow gauge (1:20.3), reasoning to myself 
that it is close enough to 1:24 (for modelling SAR standard gauge at 
some later stage) for the tunnels and bridges to not appear too out of 
scale when running different scale trains. Then I found the beautiful SAR 
narrow gauge stuff being made in the UK! For now I have a mixed bag of 
cheaper Bachmann 1:22 equipment with some decently made 
Bachmann Spectrum equipment in 1:20.3 scale. My eyes are still firmly 
on the SAR class 34’s and garrets the guys are making of late, 
absolutely beautiful stuff! 
When I started in 2011 my garden was a steeply sloping mess beneath a 
forest of trees and shrubbery; back in the day it was a sloping lawn which 

had been left to grow over and was out of sight and mind. 

  
The starting point for the railway – December 2010 
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I started clearing the vegetation with an initial plan to build a carport into 
the hill but plans quickly changed when I saw the potential for a rocky 
railway which could be set into the steeply sloping bank. The vision was 
instant and despite the passage of time it was eventually delivered 
almost exactly as I first imagined it. I started work in the middle of the 
steepest part, I reasoned that by doing so I could divide any challenges 
with the steepness of the property going in opposite directions. 

 
Packing rocks to retain the bank – January 2011 

 

The first tunnel 2011 
The first plan was to contain the garden railroad to the steep bank only 
and not use the bottom part of my garden; I had reservations about how 
it would look and also didn’t want it to be visible from outside the 
property. Besides, I had a koi pond at the bottom of the garden which I 
wanted to rebuild. As the mountain part took shape the decision was 
made to create a bottom loop with a staging yard.  
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Top helix under construction with the platform where the top return 
loop was to be located visible - April 2017 
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Casting bridges - 2015 
From the lowest point to the highest point of the railroad is a height 
difference of 2.11m. Unfortunately, the width of the area I had to work 
with was very narrow, complicated by the steepness of the property 
which forced me to build with a maximum 4% slope in one part. This also 
forced the construction of 2 helixes, one at the top of the property and 
another using a wooden trestle in the middle of the railroad. At the top 
helix I had a massive rock I couldn’t move and I was forced to use a 
tunnel and natural rock to build an asymmetrical spiral to get up to the 
level where the topmost return loop was to be built. My builder’s dumpy 
level was an invaluable tool in setting out. 

 

The top helix tunnel - March 2017 
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The most obvious feature of the railway is the amount of rock I had to 
find and build into the hillside. My aim was to build a garden rockery with 
a narrow terrace on which a railway line could be laid. I wanted a 
combination of bridges and tunnels and not too many other structures; I 
didn’t want to create mini-town but rather have a rocky garden with a 
discreet railway line winding its way down the hill. In the end the line is 
more obvious and less subtle than I initially planned. I cannot put a 
tonnage to the amount of rock I brought in, it was many dozens of bakkie 
loads and tens of tons moved from other parts of the property. 
The first 6 or 7 metres of garden was terraformed and the middle tunnel 
was built in early 2011. At this stage I still had no idea where the track 
would come from, even at R6 to the Dollar it seemed terribly overpriced. 
I imported 110 metres of stainless steel rail from the UK at the end of 
2011 with a plan to hand lay wooden sleepers and spike the rail to them. 
I settled on iroko wood because it handles the elements well and 
proceeded to cut upwards of 5000 sleepers. Then all physical work 
ceased as the priorities of work and life took over and the rand exchange 
rate progressively slumped.  
In 2014 Travis Everitt and I, with renewed interest, decided that it would 
be more affordable to have our own rail made locally than to import it. 
Travis had Non Ferrous Metals in Durban draw out 1300metres of code 
250 brass rail, it was a minimum order of 250kg! The plan was still to 
hand spike onto iroko sleepers. I clearly had no appreciation of just how 
hard Iroko is and how difficult it is to drill and spike the projected 9000 
sleepers. After making up just one 2metre long length of track that was 
abandoned as a terrible idea; what to do now? We had over a kilometre 
of rail and no idea where we would get sleepers which would fit the foot 
of our bespoke brass rail.  

 

Bridges built of massaranduba, a South American decking timber – 
December 2018 
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Mid 2015 I decided to rejuvenate the koi pond, that took 6 months and in 
December 2015 I introduced the first little koi and turned the pumps on 
for the first time. It was then that I decided I wanted a bridge to be 
integrated into the pond and I drained it and built an island in the middle; 
the pond was too big for a single span bridge.  
It was then time to resume building the railway. I still didn’t have a 
solution to the sleepers problem. At the 2016 Wings Wheels and 
Whistles annual open day I mentioned this to David Cairns, who said he 
had an old injection mould for code 332 rail in his storage garage! The 
game was on again; David kindly lent me the mould and I had it 
refurbished; within a short time 20 000 UV resistant sleepers had been 
beautifully made by Simon Anderson in New Germany.  
in July 2017; 12 switches were also handmade, the 13th being a 3 way 
turnout to compress the length and get a longer passing siding. 

 

Trestle building – December 2018 
Between 2017 and January 2019 the rest of the garden was landscaped 
and approximately 110 metres of  track were laid.  
I decided at the outset that I would go with battery remote control. This 
has proven to be the most expensive exercise of all and not many of the 
locomotives had controllers installed. I have been using the G-Scale 
Graphics Railboss 4 system. It is not at all complicated, is easy to install, 
has terrific radio range (even when out of site and in the tunnels), has 
never glitched or suffered interference, I like its automated features and 
it is quality at a decent price. It can also be hooked up to a digital sound 
card.  
I use 14.8 Volt LiPo batteries – I have no idea how much running time I 
get from a charge as I have never drained a battery yet, 5 hours has 
been my longest continuous run time to date 
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First track down December 2018 

 

Start of the branch line extension 2019 

 

Branch line Rockwork largely completed and trackbed cast  
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Grouting new bridge into position 

 

Building new retaining walls: Palisades mark2?   

 

New tunnel foundations and formwork on the branch line 
Having completed the branch line, my supply of rail is exhausted so my 
focus has shifted to the types of plants I have and getting, locomotives 
and rolling stock modified or weathered. I also want to build two 
minimalistic industries at opposite ends of the railway to give it some 
purpose. (Shouldn’t sitting with a whiskey next to my pond watching my  
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trains run be purpose enough?) I have been grappling for a name for the 
railway, I want to put custom decals on everything and initially was 
calling it Home Rocks Short Line, but I’m not so sure anymore. 
Despite the bigger size and better detailing of the Bachmann Spectrum 
locomotives and rolling stock I tend to just run the modified 10 wheelers, 
which are modelled on the Tweetsie Railway engines in the USA and an 
0-4-0 side tank Porter. The 10 wheelers have an upgraded chassis and 
bigger motors, made by Barry’s Big Trains in America. They have about 
two kilograms of lead in them and the Kadee coupler break off their body  
mounts before the loco stalls on the 4% part of the railway line! I also 
have a Lil Big Hauler 0-4-0 for children to use, they like to see the trains 
crash, run at cartoon speeds and get loaded with stones and dirt. 
I recently added LED lights to my passenger carriages; it adds magic to 
night running.” 

  
Laying and ballasting the branch line. New branch line tunnel portal 
Part 2, the completed line, next month. 
The end. 


